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Abstract

Nanoparticles have been widely developed over the past ten years and have found several applications. This work presents the use of carbon nano-onions, i.e. nanoparticles, as a potential additive in an oil for aerospace application. It was shown that these particles can provide adequate lubrication very similar to graphitic material.

I. Introduction

Soot, carbon material, represents one of the very first nanostructured materials, although it has rarely been considered as such. Soot has not been observed to differ substantially among laboratory-scale systems, a likely consequence of similarity in production conditions [1] and use of common hydrocarbons [2]. However, careful examination of the internal structure of these carbon materials reveals that the structure is highly variable and depends upon the starting material and processing conditions. Similarly, the nanostructure of carbon black also depends upon the reaction process [3].

The significance with respect to degradation of the internal structure of carbon is its effect upon reactivity. In general, more graphitic carbons are less prone to degradation, which primarily occurs through oxidation, though other such reactions may also occur [4]. Graphitic carbons are characterized by layer planes with large in-plane dimensions [5]. The connection between layer plane dimensions and oxidation is due to the anisotropic reactivity of the graphitic segments comprising the carbon. Carbon atoms within basal plane sites, surrounded by other carbon atoms, exhibit a far lower oxidative reactivity than those located at the periphery of such segments (so-called edge sites) [6]. Thus, by virtue of geometry, larger layer planes contain fewer carbon atoms at edge sites relative to basal plane sites. For these reasons, processes that induce growth of layer planes will necessarily affect the carbon's reactivity.

Changes in the carbon nanostructure, resulting in increased graphitic layer plane length, are correlated with reactivity loss [7]. Layer plane segments can grow by bonding to adjacent graphene segments and by addition of amorphous carbon material within the soot particle from which they are produced [8]. Whether thermally or oxidatively induced, an increase in the dimensions of graphene segments corresponds to graphitization and a parallel decrease in reactivity. Upon heating spherically shaped carbon black of nanometer scale dimensions in the absence of oxidant, graphene
sheets form and the initial soot particle templates the growth of a graphitic particle into what is best described as a "sphere" with many flat sides, i.e. polygonal in nature and having a hollow interior. Due to the absence of edge sites, these polygonal graphitic particles, or nano-onions, are relatively stable toward oxidation [9, 10].

Graphite is used as a solid lubricant due to its stability at moderately high temperatures. However, the temperature at which the graphite rapidly degrades is strongly influenced by surface area [11]. With the size of particles typically employed in lubrication, a great amount of thermal stability is lost due to size reduction either during grinding for application or during lubrication of contacting parts. For this reason, we have undertaken a study of the lubricating ability of nano-structured graphitic particles, nano-onions.

The lubrication role of solid particles introduced in a fluid lubricant, generally MoS₂ in greases, depends on the size of the particles, on their amount, and on the geometry of the contact. The introduction of small particles is beneficial in boundary lubrication, when the lambda ratio (film thickness vs. surface roughness) is below 0.3 on the Streibeck [12] lubrication curve, i.e. the lubricant film is not separating the surfaces in contact. The particles present in the lubricant have to be of small size so as to allow a good fluid circulation within the contact and not to “jam” it. The amount of particles is generally low, a few percent in volume, and up to 10% for graphite [13]. Under severe conditions, these particles can produce a layer which helps to protect the surfaces [13–15].

The objective of this work was to evaluate the ability of graphitic nanospheres to improve the lubricating lifetime of the oil Krytox 143AB. A Spiral Orbit Tribometer (SOT) was used to evaluate the lifetime.

II. Materials and experiments

1. Methods of characterizing the nano-onions

Samples of carbon black (Cabot R250 from Cabot Corporation) were heat-treated in a resistance heated furnace using a graphite crucible under a He atmosphere. The nano-onions were obtained by inductive heating at 3000 °C for 1 hr. duration and were used without further treatment (e.g. purification). These materials were subjected to Thermo Gravimetric Analysis, TGA, and spectroscopic analysis.

Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images were taken using a Phillips CM200 with Gatan image filter (GIF) for digital imaging with live Fourier transforms having nominal resolution of 0.14 nm. The instrument operated at 200 keV using a LaB₆ filament. Gatan image software, v.3.4 was used for microscope operation.

2. Presentation of the Spiral Orbit Tribometer and preparation of the samples

A Spiral Orbit Tribometer (SOT) [16] simulates an angular contact bearing (fig 1). A 12.7 mm (1/2 inch) ball was rolled between a fixed plate and a rotary plate, running at 210 rpm. The load, providing a mean Hertz stress of 1.5 GPa, was applied through the fixed plate. The combination of the high load, the moderate speed, and of the small amount of lubricant (approximately 50 µg) allowed the system to operate in the boundary lubrication regime. The ball was rolling and pivoting in a spiral and maintained in the orbit by the guide plate. The force the ball exerted on the guide plate was used to determine the friction coefficient, since the ball was sliding between the disks at this moment. The resistance of the contacts between the ball and the plates was calculated from the voltage drop across the plates. The evaluation of the greases was conducted at
room temperature ($\approx 23 \, ^\circ\text{C}$), and under ultrahigh vacuum ($1.3 \times 10^{-6} \, \text{Pa}$) or in air. As the lubricant was tribologically stressed, it was degraded and eventually consumed. Test conclusion was defined when a friction coefficient of 0.28 was attained. Normalized lubricant lifetime (or inversely, its degradation rate) was then defined as the number of orbits divided by the amount of lubricant in micrograms.

All specimens were made of AISI 440C stainless steel. For tribological purposes, ball and plate surfaces were polished to a roughness, $R_a$, of 0.05 $\mu\text{m}$. The parts were first rubbed with an alumina slurry and rinsed under running deionized water. Then they were ultrasonically cleaned for ten minutes each first in a bath of hexane, followed by deionized water. All drying was done with filtered nitrogen. The procedure was completed by exposing the specimens to ultraviolet/ozone for 15 minutes [17].

A solution of Krytox 143AB oil, already used in space applications, in Freon was prepared. It consisted of 10.33 mg of oil and 5.16 ml of solvent. Therefore, when 25 $\mu\text{l}$ of the dilute solution was applied with a microsyringe on the ball, 50 $\mu\text{g}$ of oil was left after evaporation of the solvent, 50 $\mu\text{l}$ would leave 100 $\mu\text{g}$, etc. The nano-onion particles were added in such a quantity that roughly a 20% (by weight) suspension was created. It corresponded to a nano-onion mass of 2.05 mg. A quick visual observation showed that the particles were agglomerated. So as to have a proper suspension, the dilute solution of oil, particles, and solvent was put in an ultrasonic bath for one minute before use. The solution was completely black. A ball was then lubricated with the dilute suspension and observed with a Raman spectrometer. The analysis revealed the presence of nano-onions particles on the surface of the ball.

3. Analytic techniques and post mortem analysis

All Infrared spectra were collected with a Nicolet “Magna 760” FTIR spectrometer with a DTGS (deuterated triglycine sulfate) detector mounted within a 3 inch diameter gold coated Lab Sphere integrating sphere. The sample was mounted in the sphere on a gold plated stand located in the reflectance position. The sample holder contained a 3/8 inch hole such that the ball mounted in the hole was centered in the light beam. Spectra were acquired between 400 and at least 4000 cm$^{-1}$ at 4 cm$^{-1}$ resolution vs. the gold from the sphere in reference mode. Between 100 and
250 scans were typically averaged and the spectra were further corrected to remove water vapor absorption bands and baseline curvature.

A Renishaw Model 2000 Raman Microscope that uses a 25 mW Ar Ion laser operating at 514.5 nm was employed to collect Raman spectra. Spectra were acquired in scan mode from 400 to 4000 cm$^{-1}$ using an integration time typically between 20 to 100 seconds. The microscope objective employed was typically 20X with occasional spectra taken at 10X or 50X having spot diameters of 14, 28 and 5 microns respectively. The spectra presented here are single background corrected scans with minimal fourier transform smoothing. Spectra were taken from at least three areas of each sample or ball to ensure that the spectra are representative.

III. Results and Analysis

1. Nano-onion characterization

High resolution TEM images of the starting material, carbon black (fig 2b), and the nano-onions (fig 2a) indicate the significant change in structure of the material upon graphitization. In these images, the dark lines indicate the graphene sheets of carbon atoms and the white lines are the spacing between sheets. The annealing process allows ordering of the sheets and length extension of the flat crystalline regions resulting in considerable basal plane sites of low reactivity toward oxidation. The polygonal connection of basal planes eliminates edge sites to further reduce reactivity. While we have not measured the size distribution of the graphitized materials, the primary particle size, initially around 30 nm in diameter, is conserved in the graphitization process.

![Figure 2.—TEM pictures of (a) nano-onions and (b) carbon black (Cabot R-250)](image)

![Figure 3.—Comparative TGA analysis of nano-onions and carbon black (Cabot R-250) at 10 °C/minute](image)
The TGA analyses of the nano-onions and carbon black in air both indicate high purity materials having normal TGA profiles (fig 3). The point at which 5% of the materials are oxidized indicates the approximate temperature where rapid oxidation of these materials proceeds. For the carbon black, this temperature is 588 °C and for the nano-onions 792 °C at 10 °C/minute indicating the improved oxidation resistance of the graphitic nanostructured material.

Raman spectroscopy has been frequently used in the examination of graphite and graphitic materials. Two spectral peaks characterize the first order Raman spectra of carbon materials (fig 4a) a peak near 1580 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(E_{2g}\) or “G”) and a peak near 1360 cm\(^{-1}\) (\(A_{1g}\) or “D”) [18]. The former corresponds to an in-plane stretching motion of the graphitic layer planes. The latter arises from a breakdown of the Raman selection rules attributed to the finite-sized regions of graphitic structure (hence its nomenclature as the “disorder activated” transition). Several measures have been applied to the spectra that have been correlated with the extent of graphitic structure, such as line-width, peak positions and peak intensity ratios [19]. The intensity ratio of these peaks has been interpreted as a measure of the in-plane crystallite dimensions [9, 20]. The narrowing of the D and G peaks indicates increasing homogeneity of the sample as disordered carbon is reorganized into graphitic sheets. The spectra obtained form the nano-onions contained sharp D and G peaks with the G peak much more intense indicating a highly ordered material considerably different from the starting carbon black. In addition, the second order region between 2385 and 2360 cm\(^{-1}\) contains a sharp, intense band at 2696 cm\(^{-1}\) for highly ordered graphitic materials, like the nano-onions. This band is virtually absent in the degradation products and the starting carbon black [21].

Figure 4.—Raman spectra of the nano-onions
2. Tribological response
   a. Tests in vacuum
   Two tests were conducted in ultrahigh vacuum, at room temperature. The average of the
   normalized lifetime (number of orbits performed before failure per microgram of lubricant
   employed, i.e. oil and nano-onions) was calculated. Examples of friction traces and the lifetime
   obtained are given in fig 5 and Table 1 respectively. The use of nano-onions did not improve the
   lifetime, nor did it change the friction coefficient of this PFPE oil run in vacuum [22].
   
   b. Tests in air
   Two tests were also conducted in air, at room temperature. Results are reported in fig 5 and
   Table 1. A very low friction coefficient (0.04 to 0.05) was observed with a long lifetime.
   Furthermore, the failure is more “progressive” compared to the one observed in vacuum.

3. Spectroscopic analysis
   Raman analysis on the balls run in vacuum (fig 4b) indicated the presence of a large quantity
   of graphitic material having well defined D (1341 cm\(^{-1}\)) and G (1592 cm\(^{-1}\)) peaks as well as multiple
   small peaks in the second order peak region (2520 to 3300 cm\(^{-1}\)). These spectra are not similar to the
   applied nano-onions but of conventionally degraded lubricants. It should be noted that we have

Table 1.—Normalized lifetimes (number of orbits per µg of lubricant used)
of Krytox 143AB with nano-onions for different atmospheres

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>test 1</th>
<th>test 2</th>
<th>average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>vacuum</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>air</td>
<td>2383</td>
<td>5278</td>
<td>3830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5.—Friction coefficient for tests run in vacuum (upper scale)
and in air (lower scale) with Krytox 143AB with nano-onions.
evidence that the nano-onions degrade to produce similar spectra so it is not possible to distinguish the source of the degraded material. The ball run in air (fig 4c) had similar spectral features but at much lower concentrations. Additionally, a moderate, broad unidentified peak occurred at 694 cm\(^{-1}\) in all spectra for the balls run in air.

Infrared analysis was performed postmortem on the balls (fig 6). Both types of balls showed hydrocarbon peaks in the 2960 to 2850 cm\(^{-1}\) range and a broad band in the 3360 cm\(^{-1}\) range. These bands correspond to hydrocarbon and oxygenated materials respectively. No further evidence of oxygenated functional groups was found in either spectrum. The ball run in vacuum (fig 6b) revealed traces of material resembling the original Krytox 143AB having bands in the 1346 to 970 cm\(^{-1}\) region of the spectrum. This result is unusual since all such material is typically consumed during an SOT experiment.

IV. Discussion

No improvement of the lifetime was observed in vacuum, neither in the lifetime, nor in the friction coefficient (fig 5, upper scale). Under conditions close to the ones of our experiments, a similar PFPE oil, Krytox 143 AC, conducted to a normalized lifetime of nearly 73 orbits/µg of lubricant [22]. It is thus concluded from the Raman analysis that the nano-onions degrade during tribological contact and that they are completely consumed at failure. In the vacuum experiments, no advantage is gained with the nano-onions and at failure, material resembling Krytox 143 AB
remains on the ball. In air however, a significant improvement in lifetime occurs (fig 5, lower scale) attributed to the nano-onions, which arises from their ability to serve as a back-up lubricant. Postmortem analysis indicates that the nano-onions are sacrificed to form a graphitic layer once the oil is tribologically degraded. This behavior is typical of graphite which requires humidity to act as a lubricant.

Due to the small size of the nano-onions, it is anticipated that they possess significant surface area. The degradation temperature of graphite in oxygen has been correlated to surface area, the greater the area the lower temperature at which oxidation occurs [11]. The nano-onions appear to be quite stable in air although it is not possible to correlate the TGA data for the nano-onions with those of graphite run in an oxygen atmosphere.

V. Conclusion

1. The nano-onions provide lubrication similar to graphite

2. The nano-onions degrade to a final material characteristic of the degradation of other carbon-based lubricants.

3. The nano-onions are stable in air to over 750 °C. This stability of the small particles is attributed to the lack of edge sites vulnerable to oxidation.

4. These nano-structured materials are of the correct particle size range to allow adequate circulation of lubricants such as Krytox but to still provide back-up lubrication under extreme conditions. These results suggest that the nano-onions could also be used as a solid additive to grease replacing MoS₂ in several commercially available lubricants for use in air.
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